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1. RULES AND REGULATIONS 

A U-CALL-EM Bingo Game is governed by the Rules and Regulations Respecting Bingo 
Games of British Columbia Lottery Corporation (BCLC) which include limitations of 
liability and are available from BCLC upon request. 

 
2. ISSUANCE OF BINGO TICKETS 

a. To participate in a U-CALL-EM Bingo Game (U-CALL-EM) a person pays the bingo 
service provider the amount prescribed for each U-CALL-EM selection slip the 
player wishes to complete.  The player then selects the specified number of bingo 
numbers for the U-CALL-EM game to be played in the manner prescribed by BCLC 
and returns the selection slip to the bingo service provider.  The bingo service 
provider will then register the player’s selection for the draw in the manner prescribed 
by BCLC and return a bingo ticket to the player showing the players chosen 
selections. 

b. A bingo ticket to be played in a U-CALL-EM game must be issued prior to the cut-off 
time specified at the bingo hall or prescribed by BCLC or it shall be a void bingo 
ticket. 

c. Except as authorized by BCLC, a player may only play a bingo ticket issued for play 
in a U-CALL-EM game at the bingo hall where such bingo ticket was issued and only 
for the U-CALL-EM game for which it was issued by the bingo service provider. 

d. A player may be required to purchase bingo tickets for U-CALL-EM games as part of 
a package of bingo games or as part of a bingo program. 

 
3. DRAW 

On each draw date and time up to 75 bingo numbers will be drawn at random, one at a 
time from the range of bingo numbers in an unbiased and unpredictable manner.  Not all 
75 numbers will be required to be drawn to declare a winning bingo ticket. 

 
4. RESULTS 

a. The bingo numbers drawn will be called one at a time in the order drawn until a 
winning bingo ticket is declared. 

b. Players must mark each bingo number drawn and called that exactly matches a 
selected bingo number on the player’s bingo ticket. 

c. A winner of the prize is declared when a player has: 

i. correctly matched all of the selected bingo numbers on such player’s 
bingo ticket and complied with any other conditions required to be met to 
be eligible to win a prize; 

ii. clearly and audibly communicated that he or she had ‘BINGO” before the 
next bingo number is drawn and called; and  

iii. BCLC confirms the bingo ticket is a winning bingo ticket.   

d. When a player communicates that he or she has “BINGO”, no further bingo 
numbers will be drawn and called until either a winning bingo ticket has been 
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confirmed or it has been determined that there is no winning bingo ticket.  If a 
player who has declared that he or she has “BINGO” for a particular bingo game 
does not have a winning bingo ticket then the game shall continue. 

e. It is the player’s responsibility to communicate to the caller that he or she has 
“BINGO” in such a manner that the caller becomes aware of the declaration and 
stops the applicable bingo game before the next bingo number is drawn and 
called. 

f. If a player has matched all of the bingo numbers on such player’s bingo ticket but 
has not communicated “BINGO” to the caller in the manner described herein then 
the U-CALL-EM game continues and additional bingo numbers shall be drawn 
and called.  A player who communicates “BINGO” after additional bingo numbers 
have been drawn and called may lose such player’s entitlement to the prize to be 
awarded to the winner of the U-CALL-EM game or may be required to share the 
prize for that U-CALL-EM game with all other players, if any, who become 
winners as a result of additional bingo numbers being drawn and called. 

g. Subject to the approval of BCLC, a U-CALL-EM game may be a multi-part bingo 
game wherein a player may use the same bingo ticket to participate in one type 
of U-CALL-EM game and when a winner is declared for that U-CALL-EM game 
such player may continue to mark the same bingo ticket to complete a 
subsequent type of U-CALL-EM game on the same bingo ticket to win a different 
prize. 

 
5. WINNING SELECTIONS 

A winning selection as a result of any draw consists of an exact match of the 
predetermined specific number of selected bingo numbers on a bingo ticket with the 
bingo numbers drawn and called and satisfaction of any other criteria required to be met 
to be eligible to win a prize followed by the player properly declaring “BINGO”. Only one 
prize per winning selection may be claimed. 

 
6. WINNING BINGO TICKETS 

Any valid bingo ticket for any draw bearing a winning selection for such draw as 
described in Section 5 is, subject to the holder(s) complying with Section 4 and 9 hereof 
including a proper declaration of “BINGO”, a winning bingo ticket and entitles its 
holder(s) to claim for such winning selection, a prize or portion thereof which 
corresponds to the prize announced prior to the start of the bingo game. Winning bingo 
tickets must be verified at the bingo hall where the bingo ticket was issued in accordance 
with the Bingo Standards, Policies and Procedures as approved by BCLC before the 
prize is paid. 

 
7. PRIZES 

The prizes available to be won and the conditions required to be met to win a prize for 
each U-CALL-EM game will vary. 
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8. PRIZE CLAIMS 

Prizes must be accepted as awarded and must be claimed from BCLC or where 
authorized by BCLC from the bingo service provider who issued the winning bingo ticket 
and must be claimed within the prescribed time periods.  No further claim for any prize in 
a U-CALL-EM game may be made after the caller has declared that particular bingo 
game or part of a multi-part bingo game closed. 

 
 

    Dated January 21, 2002 
  


